UH Seed Lab
1910 East West Road
Sherman Laboratory #108
Honolulu, HI 96822

Phone: 966-8053

Enter Through Dole Street Entrance and drive Mauka stopping at Guard Station. Request permission to enter campus to stop at the UH Seed Lab to purchase seeds. Be prepared to pay $3.00 upon entrance.

Continue to drive Mauka facing the valley on East West Rd. Continue through the intersection of Maile Way and East West Rd and immediately on your Right, you will see a parking area. Turn into the first row of stalls and at the very end, a few stalls are marked in yellow for visitors. There are also 12 more stalls in the parking area just past Sherman Lab on the Left hand side of the East West Rd. Turn left into the parking and as you drive past the first rows of stalls, the road veers to the left. You will see signs marked as “30 Minute Parking Only” in yellow.